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INTERVIEW VIDEO  – We’ll start the service with a video of a real person who has experienced freedom.

HOST – When the video ends, a service host will be onstage and will welcome everyone and give an introduction to 
the the day.

KITE FLYER– A man with a kite will enter the room and beginning flying his kite (It’s a special kite that can 
acutally be flown indoors). As he is flying the kite a gentle music box will play and coulds and bright blue sky will be 
on the side screens. The kite is our metaphor for how freedom is connection to God. Without the string and 
someone flying it, the kite would crash to the groun. Without connection to God, we aren’t really going to befree, we 
aren’t really going to fly.

NARRATION– “If this kite could speak, I wonder what it would say. Would it curse the man for tying it to this 
rope, for dragging it through the air against its will? Would it declare that an injustice has been done, that its rights 
have been maliciously revoked? Or…would the kite be so absorbed with flight, so enamored by the beauty of wind 
against its skin, that the thought of being imprisoned never occurred to it? Is freedom independence? Certainly it 
must be, we have fought wars based entirely on that assumption. Maybe freedom is not what we thought…if the 
man lets go of this rope, will the kite rejoice in its newfound freedom? Or will it wonder where the wind has gone?
(Lights go down, bells fade, kite falls to the ground)

“CONTROL”– When the narration ends, the band will play the song “control” by MuteMath. The song talks 
about flying and being connected to God. It will have a stylized video that goes with it of a kite flying all over the 
world. The video will end with a pull back revealing the entire world wrapped in kite string. 

BRIAN  – Brian will walk up and being his talk. He will talk about how Freedom has been God plan from the 
beginning of creation, and how he has made freedom available to everyone through Jesus. 

“FREEDOM COMES”   - Towards the end of Brian’s message, the band will play the original song “freedom 
comes” (available for free on crossroads.net). The song is an invitation into a life of freedom sung from God’s 
perspective. As it builds, lighstart to fill up the room with color.

“TO BE FREE” + “GOD’S PLEASURE   - We will close out the serive by singing thi

NOTE: Outline subject to change 


